The Hearts Center Presents

Divine Love Fulfilled through Higher Beingness
Saint Germain and Mighty Victory Return to Mount Shasta
Mount Shasta Community Building, Mount Shasta, CA
August 6-9, 2015

All Times PDT
Thursday, August 6
12:00 pm  Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy book signing at the Soul Connections store
2:00  Violet laser light prayer, dance and song fest with musical instruments!
Discourse by Lady Master Meta: Loving the Divine Manchild within Every Soul
3:15  Intermission
3:30  Prayer and song fest continued
HeartStream by Mother Mary: I AM Divine Love Manifest within You!
Silence, reflection, sharing on the HeartStream
5:00  Announcements, dinner, community fellowship
7:00  Kirtan with Sahadev and friends
9:00  Closing

Friday, August 7
8:00-8:30  Optional dancing the Paneurhythm
8:45 am  *In seats. Meditation (Total silence)
9:00  Rosary of Divine Quintessence, rhythmic prayers and songs
HeartStream by the Goddess of Liberty: Hold High the Torch of Divine Love for This Age!
10:30  Intermission
10:45  Songs, rhythmic prayers and movement
HeartStream by the Goddess of Freedom: Defend Your Right to Live in and Love the Flame of Freedom
Silence, reflection, sharing on the HeartStreams
12:00 pm  Announcements, lunch, community fellowship
2:00  Songs, rhythmic prayers and movement
Darshan with Godfre and Lotus: Invest in the Loving Works of Freedom Now!
4:00  Announcements, Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy book signing
4:30  Early dinner, community fellowship
6:30-10:30 “I AM Come” Pageant at the Saint Germain Foundation’s G. W. Ballard Amphitheatre
Saturday, August 8
9:00-9:30 Optional dancing the Paneurhythm
9:45 am *In seats. Meditation (Total silence)
10:00 Kuan Yin’s Rosary of Mercy, rhythmic prayers and songs
11:00 Intermission
11:15 Prayers and songs, musical meditation
HeartStream by Saint Germain and Portia: *Perform Alchemy with Me Through Divine Love*
   Silence, reflection, sharing on the HeartStream
1:00 pm Announcements
   Vegetarian lunch with the masters and David
3:00 Violet laser light prayer, dance and song fest
4:00 Intermission
4:15 Group alchemy with the Divine Director: *I AM Responsible for Our New Age of Divine Love!*
5:30 Announcements, dinner, community fellowship
7:30-9:30 “I AM Pageant of the Angels,” and choral concert at the Saint Germain Foundation’s G. W. Ballard Amphitheatre

Sunday, August 9
9:00-9:30 Optional dancing the Paneurhythm
9:45 am *In seats. Meditation (Total silence)
10:00 Vesta’s Solar Rosary, prayers and songs
   Meditation by Jesus and Magda: *A New Vision of the Holy City*
11:30 Intermission
11:45 Prayers and songs
HeartStream by Mighty Victory: *Love Is the Fulfiling of the Law of Beingness in You!*

(The following portion of the program will not be broadcast. The blessings are for those who have attended the entire event in person, starting at 2:00 pm on Thursday.)

Blessings and anointings: The Blessed Maha Chohan, Representative of the Holy Spirit
1:00 pm Announcements, vegetarian lunch
2:00 *Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy* book signing at the Soul Connections store
3:00 Paneurhythm and time in nature

*The master recommends everyone arrive at least 15 minutes early to meditate before the morning sessions.*
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